Is atherosclerosis a neurogenic phenomenon?
Identified risk factors for atherosclerosis include diet, age, gender, family history, stress, lifestyle, smoking, diabetes, dyslipidemias, hypertension, and HIV. The mechanistic rationale to explain these associations remains poorly understood. We believe that these seemingly unrelated entities may promote atherosclerosis through a common pathway by inducing adventitial autonomic dysfunction, specifically as an adventitial stress dysfunction of neurogenic origin. Atherosclerosis may represent a local vascular manifestation of the global autonomic dysfunction induced by age, smoking, hypertension, HIV, and diabetes. Atherosclerosis may also participate in a feed-forward cycle as aging, diabetes, dyslipidemia, and hypertension may also represent independent downstream consequences of global sympathetic bias. Chronic physiologic stress and behavioral stress can shift the autonomic balance towards a state of sympathetic predominance. The highly communicable nature of behavioral stress may partially implicate the familial association of atherosclerosis as an epigenetic phenomenon, independent of putative genetic mechanisms. Host stress, global autonomic dysfunction, and sympathetic bias may also arise from chronic maladaptive consumption of stressed foods, as organisms detect and assimilate the stress phenotypes of their dietary constituents through a process called xenohormesis. The benefits of exercise may operate through reduction of chronic physiologic stress associated with global sympathetic bias. The neurogenic adventitial stress response may explain the local tissue remodeling seen in atherosclerosis, including adventitial adipose dysfunction, inflammation, adventitial angiogenesis, thrombosis, and endothelial dysfunction. We believe that the locations of atherosclerotic lesions correspond to regions of neurogenic adventitial autonomic dysfunction, in similar fashion to the segmental patterns of involvement found in inflammatory bowel disease. The diffuse atherosclerosis exhibited in transplanted hearts may reflect a diffuse sympathetic bias of the donor heart, since tissues and organs exhibit an intrinsic sympathetic bias in the absence of an extrinsic source of autonomic hegemony. Once we regard atherosclerosis as a neurogenic phenomenon manifested in adventitial autonomic dysfunction, novel diagnostic and therapeutic paradigms become evident.